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This document is created by IC Ape Starter. This document is for educational and
informational purposes only. The contents of this document are not a financial
promotion. None of the information or analyses presented are intended to form
the basis for any investment decision and no specific recommendations are
intended. Therefore, none of the contents of this document serve as an invitation
or inducement to engage in any sort of investment activity. This document is not
intended to be a prospectus, solicitation, inducement or offering for investment
or the sale or issuance of securities or any interests or assets.

The information in this document is given in good faith, but no warranties,
guarantees or representations are made by IC Ape Starter with regard to the
accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information presented. IC Ape Starter
expressly disclaims any and all responsibility, and Recipients expressly waive any
claim, for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind whatsoever
(whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any
information contained in this document or any information which is made
available in connection with any further inquiries, (ii) any error, omission, or
inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) any action resulting therefrom or (iv)
usage or acquisition of products. This disclaimer applies notwithstanding any
negligence, default or lack of Care.

The IC Ape Ventures team may update, modify or correct this document in its
sole discretion, without notice or incurring any obligation or liability to any
recipient hereof. This document is strictly confidential and intended to be viewed
exclusively by those recipients (“Recipient(s)”) specifically authorized by the Team.
This document shall not bind, convey any rights, obligations, terms, performance,
covenants, representations or warranties on behalf of the Team to Recipient, or
create any relationship between the Team and any Recipient or any other party.

DISCLAIMER
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IC Ape Starter is the first NFT based decentralized fundraising and Initial
Distribution Offering (IDO) platform on the Internet Computer Protocol. With the
goal to make investing in the future of decentralized finance easy and accessible
to everyone who has stake their IC Ape NFTs, IC Ape Starter empowers ICP-based
projects with the ability to raise liquidity in a fair manner while also developing
dedicated communities behind them. IC Ape Starter brings the capabilities of
traditional venture capital to anyone through fair launches and democratized
allocations.

Background
Over the last years, decentralized finance (DeFi) solutions have democratized
access to various financial instruments for millions of users around the world. Not
only have experienced crypto traders been leaving centralized exchanges (CEXs)
as a result, but decentralized exchanges (DEXs) have made it possible for a new
market of retail investors to enter the cryptocurrency world. These events have
been the driving force behind the total value locked (TVL) in DeFi increasing by a
magnitude of over 5x in the last six months.

WHY IC APE STARTER?
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It’s easy to see why this space is seeing rapid growth. To start, DEXs are quick to
use, as there’s no sign up or Know Your Customer (KYC) process involved. In
addition, the user interface on a DEX like Uniswap is simple, intuitive and most
transactions or swaps consist of clicking a few buttons. Lastly, fees on DEXs are
minimal, with most charging a flat fee of around 0.3%, versus CEXs which can
charge up to 0.5%! However, as volumes on DEXs increase exponentially with the
adoption of DeFi, there arises an issue that many developers are currently trying
to solve for: scalability.

Today, most DeFi transactions are handled on the Ethereum network. This has
led to an increased congestion in the network, which has made transactions on
Ethereum slow and expensive. Investors and traders across the world have found
themselves having to pay upwards of $50 in gas fees (or more) just to make a
transaction. Whether a user is trying to make a $10 trade or a $10,000 trade on
Uniswap, costs reach upwards of $50+, depending on the network congestion at
the time of the transaction. This has made Ethereum transactions cost-prohibitive
for most retail traders to participate in. Sidechains, layer 2 (L2) solutions, and
even different blockchains such as the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) have emerged
as a result of this market need. Some of these solutions have seen an increase in
volume and have even gained some traction. Yet they each come with qualms of
inaccessibility, lack of adoption, and centralization.

The IC Ape Starter Vision
At IC Ape Starter , our mission is to make DeFi accessible and fair for everyone.
Since DE-FI not emerged to the Internet Computer Yet , (for various reasons) IC
Ape Starter solves the task of increasing liquidity for new projects with the proof
of NFT consensus mechanism. To do this we have decided to build on the
Internet Computer Protocol as it is capable of lightning fast and low cost
transactions. The Internet Computer Protocol  can process transactions quickly,
and at a cost that is one million times cheaper compared to Ethereum. Yes -
1,000,000 times cheaper than Ethereum. In addition, Internet Computer Protocol
is a Threshold Relay chain. While Ethereum 2.0 allows for between 2000 to 3000
transactions per second (TPS), the Internet Computer Protocol  has no TPS Limit !
It can run at the Web Speed(2 s).
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The Internet Computer Protocol Market
Critics of the Internet Computer Protocol ecosystem have argued that Internet
Computer Protocol will never take off or Internet Computer Protocol projects will
never gain traction. These remarks are not unfounded, as Ethereum is currently
the premier blockchain in DeFi, processing the most transactions and receiving
the largest amount of media attention. However, while the mainstream narrative
focuses on Ethereum, behind the scenes the Internet Computer Protocol
ecosystem will experience rapid growth. It's the only blockchain can runs smart
contracts in parallel. Parallelization is required for seamless infinite smart
contract scaling. Turnkey Service Nervous System (DAO) functionality for Dapps
likely to arrive January.50-150 Dapps will then run decentralization auctions,
raising funds into their DAOs Following behind, direct Bitcoin integration $1.25T
liquidity. 

Network Nervous System (NNS)Brain proposals surpassed 26,000. 
The NNS controls the Internet Computer and its nodes, allowing the network to
be governed in an open, permissionless, and secure manner.
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Partnerships

IC Ape Starter was founded to combat the high barrier of entry for everyday
investors to get involved in early stage DeFi projects. In order to achieve this goal,
we have partnered with some of the most respected organizations in IC
ecosystem: Toniq Labs, ICP Squad, DSCVR. Also while we are progressing we are
making collaborations with the other innovative projects on the IC ecosystem.

ToniqLabs is a Web3 web development studio that builds professional tools and
services on the Internet Computer. It is the organization that has the biggest
contribution to the growth of the IC ecosystem. They are one the most strongest
name in the IC ecosystem. Some of their products are : Stoic Wallet, Entrepot NFT
Market Place, Exponent (Exchange Platform), Cronics (P2E NFT Game which has
wearables), and more on the way...

ICP Squad is the largest community on IC. The most important thing for the
development of an ecosystem is the community. ICP Squad leads the IC
ecosystem with its large and powerful community. They pump life into the IC
ecosystem, both by informing them about ICP and by the events they organize.
They are launching the first Engage to Earn NFT game called ICP Squad NFT.

DSCVR is a user- controlled decentralized social network running entirely on
chain.DSCVR empowers its users to direct such decisions by establishing governance
rights that are represented by two native tokens, each representing 50 percent of
the voting rights: Social tokens and Service tokens. 

Through both of these partnerships, IC Ape Starter will have the capital and
connections to not only source new, high-quality projects, but also grow to
become the premier fundraising platform on Internet Computer Protocol.
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THE CAPITAL ALLOCATION PROBLEM

Solving for Unfairness

In the current ecosystem, early investing in blockchain projects is not available to
the average retail investor. Here are some reasons why:

Large Venture Capitalist (VC) Funds still dominate the pre-seed rounds of top
DeFi projects and suck up initial token supply before the public even knows
about these projects.
Early fundraising rounds for projects which don’t take VC money are often
filled instead by friends of the founders and influencers.
Projects which do whitelist based allocations are a game of luck, given out to
those who are online when the whitelist form is made available, people with
the fastest internet connection, or even bots who are able to fill out a form
instantly.
Projects which go down the route of “fair launches” and mining based
distributions disproportionately favor rich investors who can stake large
amounts of capital. Those with the most capital are able to earn most of the
supply.
Projects which launch completely on Uniswap are not fair anymore in the
current market. Bots are able to buy token launches the moment liquidity is
added by the founding team - often driving up the price and making everyone
else buy the token at a large premium. The bots then proceed to sell into the
ordinary investors, who are simply a few seconds too slow to compete.
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Current Dfinity Project Launches

Projects launches on Internet Computer are currently no different than those on
the other popular blockchaıns such as Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain and
Solana. Across all three blockchains, a lack of fairness and decentralization is
currently present when it comes to the fundraising of projects.

After the Genesis Event, many projects launched on Internet Computer. Even
though so many projects have been implemented, very few investor can fund any
of them in advance. To fund these projects, you had to either be a really strong
capital or have strong connections (friendships). It resulted in the fact that it was
almost impossible for the retail investor to reach such opportunities and that all
of these projects were funded by almost the same names.

Although a few projects that see themselves as launchpad have started to be
recognized, they do not have a single IDO yet due to the incomplete updates
expected on the Dfinity side. Some of them are trying to find a solution to this
problem by generating the tokens of their projects on different networks.

IC Ape Starter offers an alternatıve route for projects whıch may want to offer
fundraısıng allocatıons ın a decentralızed manner to an strong audience.
Although the Dfinity Foundation still has not received updates, NFTs have
appeared and are provided for a real use.
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The IC Ape Starter Solution

IC Ape Starter Goals
At IC Ape Starter our mission is to democratize investing in projects and bring
widespread adoption to the Internet Computer ecosystem. With this modeling,
we want to prove to people that NFTs will open the door to huge areas of use by
being just a jpeg file.

IC Ape Starter Solution
Unlike traditional launchpads based on who clicks a button first, in IC Ape Starter
we are building a platform which is equitable and fair for everyone while still
rewarding NFT holders. No more whitelist spots based on who fills a form out first
and no more high financial barriers to entry. IC Ape Starter creates fair,
decentralized liquidity raises through a loyalty point  system that makes point
based guarantee to interested participants based on the loyalty points they own.

Round I
In the first round, anyone who has the stacked IC Ape NFT and get a Loyalty
Points can participate in the raise for a given initial distribution offering (IDO) for
a project. Through a pooled system, anyone can participate in a raise over an
eight hour period and the proportion of allocation given to a participant depends
on the pool weight of their Loyalty Points which is solely dependent on the
stacked time and the rarity of IC Ape NFT they have. (It will create the Loyalty
Points)

Round II
In the second round, any tokens not sold in the first round are put up for sale
again. This second round is a first come - first serve, also known as FCFS.

Round III
In the final round anyone on the IC Ape Starter platform  will be able to acquire
remaining tokens from the sale with an uncapped limit. There will be no staked IC
Ape NFT (Loyalty Points) requirements for the third round of the sale.
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IC Ape Starter Point Based Allocation

IC Ape Starter aims to be a fair and decentralized funding platform as much as
possible. To achieve this, we developed a system called loyalty points. The
purpose of this system is to gain long-term trust and support to the project and
to implement the fairest possible funding, taking into account the rarity of each
NFT.

There will be two types of stackable NFT types. One of them will be IC Apes NFTs
and the other will be Mutant IC Apes. Mutant IC Apes's coefficient (value may
change in the future) is currently calculated as 1.5x.

Users will stack their NFTs by selecting a specific day (1-365 days) in the smart
contract. During the stacked number of days, users will not have a chance to
access their NFT. Instead, they will gain a point called loyalty points. While
calculating this score, it will be obtained after a certain calculation based on the
rarity value of the NFT. (Number of days stacked - calculation- NFT rarity)

2 days before a project is funded, a screenshot is taken of the loyalty points of all
accounts and all are summed up. The collected points are processed with the
project pool to be funded and the amount of funding that can be made per point
is determined. During project funding, users' points are accumulated here and
deducted from their account. After the funding is over, the user gets replay
points.

Thus, with the points obtained from the stacked NFTs, the user will have one
point left until the stacking time ends and he can continue to use the long-term
project. (Depending on the day he stacked.)
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Calculation

User Flow
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Stake in Days = m , m is integer
1 <= m <= 365

Loyalty Points: 

NRI(NFT Rarity Index) = n 
0 < n < 100

0

NFT Rarity Index

100

This whole equation gives almost 100 points. And There are instructions below
what are these all about. .

IC Ape Starter Ecosystem Longevity
At IC Ape Starter we want to make sure that participants in the ecosystem are
long term participants in the platform and not simply short term traders who wish
to come in and out of pools. To satisfy this, we will implement a time-locked
period to make a user eligible for entering into an IDO round and a similar time-
locked period to unstake.

In addition, the moment a user unstakes their IC Ape NFTs they will no longer be
eligible for future sales on the platform until they stake their IC Ape NFTs again.

Loyalty System Calculation Mathematics

Stake in Days

1 365
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The IC Ape Starter Ecosystem

Adoption of Internet Computer

However, IC Ape Starter will not only be an IDO platform meant to bootstrap
liquidity for future DeFi projects - but also an incubating platform - making it easy
for teams to fully realize their fundamentals on the Internet Computer. Through
the IC Ape Starter mentorship program, projects and teams looking to launch on
IC Ape Starter will receive premium support, connections, and advisory services
from the very well known people on IC community.

One of the goals of IC Ape Starter to accelerate the adoption of the Internet
Computer by making it accessible for everyone to invest in up and coming
Internet Computer projects.

Currently, ICP is only available to be purchased on CEXs and this is one of the
main roadblocks for new users to get onboarded into the ecosystem. In addition,
De-Fi has not been here for now. When ready and providing incredible liquidity
with direct bitcoin integration. It is not difficult to foresee that there will be real
adoption in the number of ICP wallets. This adoption will also encourage wallets
to do better developments.

Finally, we plan to integrate in the future with top Internet Computer wallets like
Stoic Wallet (https://www.stoicwallet.com) & Plug Wallet (https://plugwallet.ooo/)
which are currently available, and make it easy for a user to learn how to obtain a
Internet Computer wallet and fund it. Through these efforts, IC Ape Starter aims
to make it easy for anyone to experience the fastest and most efficient blockchain
ecosystem in the world.
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Conclusion

IC Ape Starter is a platform which will disrupt the way that everyday investors
enter and participate in the DeFi ecosystem. While the IC Ape Ventures team is
focused on decentralized fundraising and IDOs for now, our future plans are
much broader and will involve developing additional features for the next
generation of Internet Computer projects .

People who don't have a full grasp of a blockchain and don't have very high
capital are always excluded from funding new projects. First and innovative
projects were funded by Venture Capitals and individuals with strong capital, and
retail investors were deprived of it.

People who understand Internet Computer and are pioneers of it. We are of the
opinion that people who interacted with the first Internet Computer NFTs should
not be deprived of this situation and should have privileges. Instead of people
with strong capital, we have reserved the place of pioneers and the first people
who could really understand Internet Computer.

With the IC Ape NFT, Internet Computer's first Ape collection, you can reserve
your place now to fund the first projects. All you have to do is stack ahead. Be in
guarenteed allocation without whitelist waiting or anything else.
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